James's epistle contains three sections on the rich and poor. In 5:1–6, James condemns rich landowners for oppressing their poor workers. By interacting with Jewish teachings on the proper use of wealth, he promotes an alternative to the wicked use of resources by the rich whom he addresses. James's vision for the use of our resources is that they be used dynamically and righteously with utmost urgency as we have entered “the latter days” and with a concern for the love of our neighbors. A variety of ways of using money in this manner are suggested.

Introduction

The Scriptures of the Judeo-Christian tradition speak often about wealth. They warn against the dangers of riches, admonish those who use them wrongly, denounce those who oppress the poor, command that we love the oppressed, promote diligence and saving, and advise against waste and fraud. James was particularly concerned about the dynamic between rich and poor, and in 5:1–6 of his epistle, he provides powerful imagery that condemns hoarding resources. The thesis of this article is that, given the reasons for his denunciation of the rich, James implies a positive view of resources. Specifically, resources should be used dynamically and righteously for the love of one's neighbor.
The Broader Context of James 5:1–6

The structure of James is not immediately evident, and scholars have commonly claimed it has no structural coherence. However, recent discourse studies on James’s epistle have illuminated general structural features that demonstrate rhetorical skill. Perhaps the most significant feature is James’s tendency to begin each new section with a noun of address (most commonly “my [beloved] brothers”) followed by an imperative or a rhetorical question.

Another significant feature of James’s structure is his use of Leviticus 19:12–18 as the backbone of the epistle. Leviticus 19:12–18 gives several commandments, including commands not to oppress your neighbor or keep his wages overnight (19:13), not to be partial to the poor and thereby pervert justice (19:15), not to hate your neighbor (19:17), and climactically, to love your neighbor as yourself (19:18). These concerns for justice and love of neighbor arise eminently in James 5:1–6, as we will see.

James 5:1–6 is the third passage in the epistle that focuses on the rich and poor. In the first passage, 1:9–11, the poor are juxtaposed to the rich. The poor should rejoice when they are exalted in due time and should not be envious of the rich who will fade like the flowers “in the midst of [their] pursuits” (1:11 ESV). In 2:1–10, James warns not to show partiality to the rich by providing them benefits in the Christian gatherings or by humiliating the poor. The poor are specially chosen by God to be rich in faith and heirs of the kingdom (2:5). The rich are so called because they are those who drag the poor into court and oppress them (2:6), thereby blaspheming God’s name (2:7). The goal is to “fulfill the royal law according to the Scripture, ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself’” (2:8, citing Lev. 19:18). To show partiality is sin, and to break one part of the law causes one to be accountable to the whole of it.

The Literary Structure of James 5:1–6

As noted earlier, James’s epistle features significant literary macrostructures, but he also shapes smaller units with equal rhetorical skill. Our present paragraph, 5:1–6, is no exception. It opens with a typical imperative followed by a noun of address: “Come now, you rich, weep by wailing …” (5:1). Verse 2 proceeds to give the end result of some errant action of the rich: “Your wealth is rotten and your garments are moth-eaten. Your gold and silver are tarnished and their rust will be a witness against you, and their rust will eat your flesh like fire.” The errant action that results in this undesirable effect is stated tersely in v. 3: “You have stored up treasure in the last days.” We now see James’s condemnation tak-
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ing shape: The rich should weep because they have stored up treasure in the last days, which is wicked because their stored-up treasure rots, tarnishes, and rusts. That rust will be a proverbial witness against the rich on the day of judgment.

Verses 4–6 specify what exactly James means when he says they have stored up treasure in the last days. The rich have defrauded the workers of their wages and, worse yet, have used those defrauded wages to live a luxurious and exuberant lifestyle (vv. 4–5). This theft of wages results in the effective death of the workers (v. 6), whose subsistence lifestyle cannot survive lack of pay for more than a few days. The section ends with another terse, yet ambiguous phrase that may be translated either “he does not oppose you” or “does he not oppose you?” (on which, see more below).

In sum, James condemns the rich because they have stored up treasure in the last days. Specifically, they have done so by defrauding workers of their wages and using those wages to engorge themselves with luxuries while their workers starved to death.

The Meaning of Rich and Poor

A common misconception is that the terms rich and poor in Scripture refer to those who have and lack abundant material possessions. This conception is mostly true with words translated as “rich,” but is incorrect with words translated as “poor,” which have a much broader semantic range that includes sociopolitical, spiritual, and economic aspects. To understand James’s condemnation of the rich and his desire that we love and serve the poor, we must first understand properly what those terms mean.

The most common Hebrew adjective to describe the poor is ʿānî, occurring 120 times in the Hebrew Bible. It can refer to a person who lacks possessions (Exod. 22:25) but more so to a person who is oppressed or miserable (Ps. 10:2; 25:18). Its noun form (also ʿānî) refers to the state of misery or oppression (Gen. 16:11). The word ʿānî often carries spiritual connotations of righteousness because they have no ability to rely on themselves but must turn to God for recompense (Zech. 2:3; Prov. 15:33; 22:4). The fact that ʿānî does not solely refer to lack of wealth is evident, for example, when it is used to describe Moses as the most “humble/lowly” man on earth (Num. 12:3) or David (a rich king) as “poor/miserable” (Ps. 25:18).

The adjective ʿebŷôn occurs sixty-one times in the Hebrew Bible, mostly in the psalms and often in parallel with ʿānî (“poor and needy,” e.g., Ps. 37:14). The two terms therefore share a similar range of meaning. The rare adjective dāk occurs in parallel to the phrase “poor and needy” (Ps. 74:21) and simply
expresses oppression (Ps. 9:10; 10:18; Prov. 26:28). The adjective *dal* similarly expresses very broadly “low, helpless, powerless, insignificant, financially poor, and downcast.” The adjective *rāš* is an exception in that it appears almost exclusively in wisdom literature and refers narrowly to those who lack material possessions (e.g., Prov. 13:8; 14:20; 19:7; 22:7). But even those who are *rāš* are still referred to in contexts of oppression because, especially in the ancient world, those who lacked monetary means lacked sociopolitical power (Prov. 17:5; 29:13; Eccl. 5:8; Ps. 82:3; 1 Sam. 12:1–4).

That these Hebrew words have such broad ranges of meaning is evident from the plethora of Greek terms used by the translators of the Septuagint (the Greek Old Testament) for these Hebrew terms: *ptōchos* (poor); *penēs* (poor, needy); *tapeinos* (humility); *asthenēs* (weakness, sickness); *praus* (gentle, humble); *kakōsis* (affliction); *endeēs* (poor, impoverished); *epideomenos* (poor, needy); *adunatos* (powerless); *anēr en anagkē* (man in distress); *apēlpismenos* (despairing); *athumōn* (disheartened). As is evident from these glosses that focus less on wealth, the Septuagint translators understood that the Hebrew terms for poor were more about sociopolitical oppression and a powerless spiritual disposition than strictly about lack of resources.

By contrast with words for poor, Hebrew and Greek words for rich express more narrowly the idea of abundance and wealth. The verb *’āshar* means “to be rich” strictly in the sense of monetary possessions (Gen. 14:23; Job. 15:29; Prov. 10:22), while its adjectival form *’āshîr* (“rich”) similarly denotes abundance (Exod. 30:15). The noun form *’osher* denotes wealth or riches (Gen. 14:26; 1 Kings 3:11; 2 Chron. 1:11). Despite its strict monetary meaning, as with its counterpart *rāš*, the *’āshar* word group connotes in various contexts the idea of oppression and spiritual depravity. For example, in Nathan’s parable, it is the “rich” man (*’āshîr*) who exploits and steals from the “poor” man (*rāš*). Thus, while Greek and Hebrew terms for rich do not strictly signify the meaning of oppression and power, they frequently and in many contexts do connote those ideas. Terms for poor, on the other hand, almost always carry the idea of oppression as part of their meaning, and it is assumed that the rich who are wicked are the ones who oppress them. That *poor* and *rich* in the Bible are more about sociopolitical oppression and spiritual disposition and less about monetary possessions is recognized by many biblical scholars.

When we encounter the “rich” and “poor” in James 5:1–6, we must avoid strictly monetary categories. The economic aspect is certainly apparent since the rich own fields and hire the poor as their laborers. But the sociopolitical aspect is the dominant concern here because the rich have the power to defraud the wages of the poor workers. The poor presumably have no realistic social or
legal recourse because they lack the wealth, status, and prestige that would earn them such recourse in their society. The problem here in James 5:1–6 is not the possession of wealth or being rich per se. Rather, the problem is the wicked use of their social power and also, as we will now see, a wicked use of their resources.

The Reason for the Denunciation of the Rich

James clearly denounces the rich with prophetic language. He tells them to “weep” (klauō) by “wailing” (ololuzō). The verb klauō is used throughout the Septuagint to express the weeping of those suffering God’s judgment (e.g., Lam. 1:1–2; Isa. 15:2, 5; 33:7; Jer. 8:23; Hos. 12:5; Joel 1:5). The verb ololuzō occurs twenty-one times in the Septuagint, always in a context of prophetic judgment. The verb occurs only here in the New Testament. James therefore uses the combination of these two words from texts of prophetic judgment to denounce the rich who are defrauding the poor of their wages. He says they should “weep by wailing” because of “the miseries that are coming upon you.” The use of the Greek present tense-form (“coming upon,” eperchomenais) presents the coming judgment as one that is in the process of imminently crashing down on them, as it were.

Some commentators believe this means that the rich that James addresses are irreversibly under God’s wrath. However, God’s prophetic judgments in the Hebrew Bible were often conditional. As with Nineveh, if the wicked would repent and turn to God, he might relent of the coming punishment. So also here, the rich have the opportunity to repent and perhaps avoid the coming miseries. But who exactly are the rich—believers or unbelievers? A conditional warning of God’s impending judgment seems more appropriate for nonbelievers. Yet, the matter is not settled so easily because commentators are divided on whether the rich in James, especially in chapter 1, are believers or not.

In James 1:9–10, the rich might be Christians because they are contrasted with the poor “brother,” implying that they also are brothers. But it is not grammatically necessary that the word brother be supplied to modify rich, just because the previous phrase mentioned poor brother. Also, the rich here are said to pass away in their humiliation and are compared to ephemeral flowers (1:10–11). The command to “let the rich man glory in his humiliation” (NASB) should be taken as ironic: Let them boast, for now, but their end is only eschatological humiliation, “because they will pass away like a flower of the grass” (1:10). The causal phrase makes the most sense if the boasting is seen as negative, done by a nonbeliever who will be judged when he fades away. Such language would be extraordinarily harsh if the rich here were addressed as believers.
The rich are more obviously nonbelievers later in the epistle. In 2:5–7, the rich are those who drag the poor into court and blaspheme the name of God. James mentions these rich men to emphasize his point that they should not honor rich men who come into their worship assemblies more than they honor the poor (2:1–4). And finally, in 5:1–6, the behavior is completely unbecoming of Christians, and the prophetic language used to denounce them is language reserved for those under God’s wrath in the Old Testament (OT). Thus, in these two passages, the rich are presented as “wicked oppressors of the people of God.”

I therefore agree with those commentators who view the rich throughout James as being nonbelievers who oppress the poor. They are denounced not because of their wealth but because of the wicked use of the social power and prestige that came with their wealth. However, as noted earlier, these nonbelievers do have the opportunity to repent of their wickedness and oppression and join the poor in their worship of the one true God. This conversion would necessarily be accompanied by a new way of viewing resources: as a means to loving one’s neighbor.

Verses 2–3 elaborate on the end result of the rich’s errant action of storing up treasure in the last days. He first says, “your wealth is rotten and your garments are moth-eaten” (v. 2). The two Greek verbs are in the perfect tense-form and thus convey the state that results from rotting and being eaten by moths. We get a hint here of the real problem: the stored-up treasure is completely static and useless. The adjective “moth-eaten” is used throughout the Septuagint as traditional imagery for something being destroyed. The verb “is rotten” (sepō) is used graphically in 1 Clement 25:3 to speak of the flesh of a phoenix decaying after its death. So the end result of storing up treasure in the last days is, first of all, that the accumulated wealth is static, rotten, and useless.

Verse 3 adds to rottenness and being moth-eaten the imagery of rust and corrosion. James says, “Your gold and silver are corroded and their rust will be a witness against you, and it [their rust] will eat your flesh like fire.” Again, the perfect-tense is used (“are corroded,” katiōtai) to convey a resultant state of corrosion. James personifies their rusty wealth by depicting it as witnessing against the rich at the final judgment. He graphically and prophetically proclaims that the rust of their wealth will consume their flesh like fire.

Much evidence suggests that James is adapting his language from a specific Jewish tradition (Sirach 12:10–11; 29:8–12) that similarly condemns the static hoarding of wealth. The high likelihood that James is interacting with Sirach is based on the following evidence: (1) the verb “to corrode” (katioō) occurs in the Greek Bible only in Sirach 12:10–11 and James 5:3. (2) The noun “rust” (ios) is rare, occurring in only two other contexts in the Greek Bible: Epistle of Jeremiah 1:10, 23 and Ezekiel 24:6–12. The verbal form “to rust” (ioomai) occurs only in
Sirach 12:10; 29:10. Thus the rare word group (*ios, ioomai*) occurs in only five contexts total in the Greek Bible, with three being James 5:3, Sirach 12:10, and Sirach 29:10. (3) Like James 5, Sirach 12 and 29 teach about the use of wealth. (4) The terms *silver* (*argurion*), *gold* (*chrusion*), and *treasure* (*thēsaurus*) all occur in James 5:2–3 and Sirach 29:10–11. This linguistic and thematic evidence suggests that James is interacting with Sirach’s teaching on wealth and poverty. We will see that James promotes certain ideas from Sirach while omitting others.

Sirach 12 warns about not giving money or bread to the wicked; rather one should give it to the righteous, who will not harm them in return. One should not trust an enemy, because his wickedness corrodes like copper (Sirach 12:10). Even if an enemy humbles himself, one should remain vigilant to guard against him. Sirach assumes one should give alms, and warns that one should give it to those who are righteous. Almsgiving was highly commended in ancient Jewish writings, sometimes even carrying the promise of salvation and forgiveness of sins. James shows no indication that he endorses this strand of Jewish teaching on wealth and almsgiving, but he does agree with Sirach that the static hoarding of wealth is a wicked use of it.

According to Sirach 29:8–12, one should not make the humble wait for charity or turn them away. Rather, one should “lose silver for the sake of a brother and a friend, and do not let it rust (*ioomai*) under the stone unto destruction” (29:10). The fact that the silver is “under the stone” shows that the person would be hiding it away for safekeeping, afraid to use it for positive and righteous purposes. In accord with some strands of Jewish teaching, Sirach emphasized almsgiving as the positive and righteous use of wealth. Rather than allowing it to rust under a stone, Sirach implores, “Dispose of your treasure according to the commandments of the Most High, and it will profit you more than gold. Store up charity in your treasuries, and it will deliver you from every affliction” (29:11–12). As with James, the issue is that the rich are hoarding their treasure and keeping it static and, therefore, useless. While James promotes Sirach’s idea that wealth should not be hoarded, he does not follow his lead by advocating handouts to the poor as the sole response to poverty or as the basis of salvation. Rather, James follows Jesus by viewing works (including the proper use of resources) as a necessary outflow of genuine faith and thus as a precondition for final salvation, but not as the cause of our salvation.

For two reasons, James may also have in mind 1 Enoch 97:1–8. First, 1 Enoch 94–97 is a clear, extended passage of prophetic denunciation of the rich for their abuses of the poor. Second, 1 Enoch 97:4 says that if you misuse money, your heart will condemn you and “this very matter shall be a witness against you, as a record of your evil deeds.” This passage may have been part of James’s
inspiration for personifying the rust of the rich’s wealth, which would condemn them at the judgment. In 1 Enoch 97:1–8, the author condemns the rich who “have water available to [them] all the time” and who “eat the best bread” and “drink wine in large bowls.” But, like James 5, it does not condemn the rich simply for possessing wealth. Rather, they are denounced because they “carry out oppression, deceit, and blasphemy,” and because they are powerful people “who coerce the righteous with [their] power.” Love of money causes men to become greedy and oppressive so that they acquire goods to hoard. But neither 1 Enoch, nor Sirach, nor James condemns the possession of wealth in itself. Rather, it is the unrighteous hoarding of wealth—as well as oppressing the poor and exploiting their labor—that makes it static.

The rusted and useless state of the rich’s wealth in James 5 is the result of the main reason for their condemnation: They have stored up treasure in the last days. In the Jewish texts mentioned earlier, especially Tobit and Sirach, Jewish believers are encouraged to store up good works in heaven in their own personal treasury, which would grant them soteriological benefits in the judgment. Jesus does not attach the same soteriological benefits to good works but similarly exhorts his followers to store up treasure in heaven through good works, including the righteous use of wealth (Luke 12:21, 33; 18:22; Matt. 6:19–20).

In contrast to Jewish admonitions, including Jesus’, the rich that James addresses have stored up earthly treasures in order to hoard them for themselves. As Sirach says, they have stored their treasure under the stone, where it sits useless and becomes rusted and destroyed. James 5:4–6 elaborates on exactly how they have stored up these treasures. They have defrauded workers of their wages and kept the money for themselves (5:4), which was consistently denounced throughout Jewish tradition. The rich have also lived in luxury and self-indulgence (5:5). These expenditures do not mean the rich stopped hoarding wealth, but rather that they exchanged one form of hoarded wealth for another, namely, goods and luxuries. They have wasted their wealth on these indulgences in the “day of slaughter,” which refers to the coming day of God’s eschatological wrath.

The end result of their hoarding wealth in the last days is that they have “condemned to death the righteous.” As in the Hebrew Bible, the poor workers are here portrayed as having a righteous spiritual disposition, because they are unable to rely on themselves for salvation or restitution. They must instead rely on God, and many of them do; hence, the bland characterization of the poor as righteous. The final clause may cohere with this idea; it can be translated either “he does not oppose you,” referring to the righteous man’s inability to oppose the rich, or as “does he not oppose you?” referring to God’s opposition of the rich on behalf of the poor. The latter option makes for a good prophetic climax, fits
James’s polemical style, and also coheres with the nearby use of the same verb (antitassetai) in 4:6 with God as the subject opposing the arrogant.22

The torturous treatment of the poor and the wicked use of wealth are bad enough in themselves. Yet, the fact that the rich have done this in the latter days (James 5:3) makes their sin egregiously intolerable. The first four instances of the phrase “in the latter days” occur in the Pentateuch (Gen. 49:1; Num. 24:14; Deut. 4:30; 31:29). The other fifteen instances occur only in the prophets.23 Genesis 49 prophesies that Judah will head up Israel and destroy their enemies, while Numbers 24 prophesies that a Messianic king will fulfill this role (Num. 24:17–19). But Deuteronomy emphasizes that in the latter days, evil will come upon Israel because it will fall away from God (31:29). This evil includes exile, which for Israel lasted from the destruction of the first temple in 586 BC through the time of Jesus. Although Israel was restored from exile and the temple was rebuilt, the glory of God never reinhabited the temple, and thus many first-century Jews considered themselves still in exile until God’s presence would return to earth.24 The latter days would be characterized by evil and tribulation, featuring especially false teachers and apostates.25

The people of the early church understood themselves to be living in “the latter days,” during which they were experiencing tribulation, false teachers, and apostasy.26 They knew the latter days had begun because the Holy Spirit had come upon “all flesh” at Pentecost, which Joel prophesied would happen in the latter days (Joel 2:28–32; Acts 2:17). The fact that they were living in the latter days bears two implications for James’s condemnation that the rich have stored up treasure. First, it is a time of tribulation, and the rich are thus taking part in the side of evil. They are oppressing the poor and mounting their sins for the coming judgment day. To whatever extent the poor workers were part of the church, the rich were persecuting the church by depriving them of resources necessary for life.

Second, the consummation was imminent. Jesus’ return is not like a steady walk toward earth with a known time of arrival, but more like one waiting on the other side of a door, ready to appear at any moment in history. The imminence of Jesus’ return creates an urgency about how we conduct ourselves and how we steward our resources. If history could consummate tomorrow, what point is there in hiding your riches under a rock to let them rust? Why defraud your workers when you cannot fathom how to spend all the resources you have anyway? We are reminded of Jesus’ parable of the rich fool who hoarded his grain for its own sake and whose life God took the next day to demonstrate the pointlessness of storing up treasures in such a way (Luke 12:13–21). So, in the last days, resources must be stewarded ethically, must be employed for kingdom purposes with a
sense of eschatological urgency, and must not gather rust under a rock. This last warning brings us to the final, positive point that James is making.

**Money Should Be Used Dynamically and Only as a Means**

First, money must be possessed dynamically. The problem with storing up treasure is that it becomes static, rusted, and worthless. Resources are given by our creator to be employed with wisdom, integrity, and purpose, and in ways that bear fruit. Thus, believers might bless others (particularly the poor) with gifts (see James 2:15–16), hire workers and pay them according to the labor agreement, invest so that more resources in the future might be employed for God’s sake (see Luke 12:21), support organizations that promote holistic gospel ministry, save wisely to avoid future dependence and to free oneself for ministry or service; the possibilities are endless. The principle at stake is that money be employed in meaningful, dynamic ways for God’s glory rather than be hoarded uselessly.\(^{27}\)

By contrast, we see that the rich landowners that James addressed were exchanging their money for evils, luxuries, and indulgences. This self-centered use of resources echoes Jesus’ parable of the rich fool who hoarded his excessive crop so that he could rest, eat, drink, and be merry. God called him a fool, a biblical term that denotes not only incompetence but also wickedness (Luke 12:20).\(^{28}\) The lesson from the parable is that we should be “rich for God”; that is, we should use our resources for the purposes and glory of God rather than for ourselves (Luke 12:21). James’s critique of the rich’s misuse of resources follows Jesus’ teaching and therefore also implies that we should use our money in ways that benefit others. In fact, as noted earlier, the love command is a predominant theme throughout the epistle.\(^{29}\) If money is static and hoarded, it cannot be employed in a way that demonstrates love toward others. But when resources are employed righteously in the economy, they can be exchanged many times over by mutually consenting parties, increasing in value with each exchange if properly based on the owners’ subjective desires. Thus, even through free exchange and gifting, resources are employed dynamically when they increase in value because of falling into the hands of an owner who values them more.

Second, money must be treated as a means and never as an end unto itself. The problem with the rich fool was that he was building a supply of crops simply for the sake of his supply. Similarly, the rich were defrauding workers because they treated money as an end. Thus, they treated their workers as a means, allowing them to cultivate the land that would produce plentiful crops for the landowners, while the landowners kept both the crops and the wages. Using Thomas Aquinas’s
language, the landowners were not respecting the other as other, but were instead using them as extensions of themselves to achieve their own desired ends. James condemns the rich’s treatment of the poor as means. Those who bear the image of God should never be used as a means to an end. Money itself should be the means by which we achieve our various ends, including the call to love our neighbor. The need to employ money as a means is intensified now as we live in the latter days, when history could consummate at any moment and all static stores of treasure will witness against their owners on the day of judgment.

Conclusion

In James 5:1–6, we see a denunciation of rich landowners because of their misuse of resources and oppression of the poor. The presence of the latter days demands a more urgent and purposeful use of resources than self-centered indulgence. James, following the teaching of Jesus, warns that hoarding for one’s own sake makes resources static and useless. Such hoarding will be judged by God. On the other hand, resources can be employed in a dynamic manner, not rotting under a stone but being used as a means in the economy for the benefit of one’s neighbors. There are likely implications for a Christian view of modern political economy, since one might argue that certain economic systems better allow for the dynamic use of resources. One might also argue that certain systems encourage hoarding and greed, which would be the opposite of what James encourages. Moreover, note that James is a moral and prophetic voice to nonbelievers in his economic environment. Might we be the same? In any case, the complexities of such an application from first-century Palestine to our modern globalized political economy are too vast for this article, and I offer the above suggestions as food for thought.

The definitive application we can take from James’s epistle is that we must use the resources we have to love our neighbor and to treat others justly, and we must resist hoarding resources for ourselves. There are a plethora of ways people can employ their resources today to achieve these goals, including saving wisely, investing, spending, giving, employing, and creating. We might ask ourselves each day, “Will my money bear fruit for God’s sake?”
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